Colon capsule endoscopy (CCE-2) was shown to be a reliable tool for the detection of colonic lesions such as polyps and tumors. The ability of CCE to identify colonic polyps and colorectal cancer (CCR) has been the goal of several studies, which were recently subjected to a meta-analysis pooling data from 14 studies (2). The accuracy of firstgeneration CCE (CCE-1) was tested in 7 studies involving 1,128 patients. CCE-2 was studied in 1,292 patients included in another series of 7 studies. This analysis showed that, while the sensitivity values for polyp detection achieved by CCE-1 studies were relatively low (58% and 54% for ≥ 6 mm and ≥ 10 mm polyps, respectively), those reported in CCE-2 studies were more acceptable (i.e., sensitivity of 86% and 87% for ≥ 6 mm and ≥ 10 mm polyps, respectively; specificity of 88.1% and 95.3% for ≥ 6 mm and 10 mm polyps, respectively). In addition, CCE-2 identified all 11 invasive cancers that were detected by colonoscopy. The authors concluded that high specificity values for polyp detection seem to be achievable by CCE-2 with a 10 mm cutoff in a screening setting. These data make it clear that all patients with incomplete screening colonoscopy should be re-examined. Several alternatives may be used. Patients may undergo a successful repeat colonoscopy at a tertiary referral center with dedicated endoscopespediatric, variable-stiffness, balloon-assisted enteroscopes or colonoscopes, robotic colonoscopes (8)-and/or expert endoscopists using special insertion tricks (such as monitoring progression under the guidance of magnetic imaging or fluoroscopy, water immersion technique, carbon dioxide insufflation). The application of these techniques allows a complete colonoscopic examination in most patients (9) (10) (11) .
Nevertheless, in case of initial incomplete colonoscopy, several alternative techniques to conventional colonoscopy are available, including computerized tomography colonography (CTC), which is done preferably the same or the next day (12, 13) . For this purpose, CCE may also be recommended (14) .
To date, most of the evidence for CCE refers to patients with previous IC. Other indications of CCE for screening purposes include patients refusing to undergo conventional colonoscopy and patients with contraindications for conventional colonoscopy (15) . Six cohort studies (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) have been published on the use of CCE to complete colonic examination for a total of over 450 patients, with completion rates of approximately 90% of cases. Significant findings were identified in more than one third of patients (22) . One of these studies, conducted by Spada et al., addressed a comparison between CCE and CTC. Complete colonic evaluation by CCE was achieved in 98% of patients. Compared to CTC, CCE identified more polyps with size thresholds of 6 and 10 mm. The study also disclosed potential CTC limitations in identifying flat/sessile lesions. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that both procedures are very effective for completing a previously incomplete conventional colonoscopy, but CCE seems to have a higher diagnostic yield (21) .
So, while the core of evidence opens a door for CCE in patients with incomplete colonoscopy, larger multicenter, randomized studies are needed.
In this issue of the Spanish Journal of Gastroenterology (Revista Española de
Enfermedades Digestivas) a Spanish multicenter study is reported on the therapeutic impact of colon capsule endoscopy with PillCam™ COLON 2 after incomplete standard colonoscopy (23) . This prospective, multicenter study involved ten Spanish hospitals enrolling 96 patients, all aged ≥ 18 years, with previous incomplete colonoscopy; the latter was due to inability to move past a loop using standard maneuvers in 78% of cases, patient intolerance in 12 (12.5%), and other causes in nine (9.4%). CCE-2 was One of the drawbacks observed in the results of this Spanish multicenter study refers to the issues related to preparation and capsule propulsion, since complete visualization of the colon with CCE was only possible in 71.9% of individuals. However, in 20 of the 27 patients in whom CCE-2 did not reach the hemorrhoidal plexus, the capsule passed the colonic segment already explored in the previous colonoscopy; therefore, CCE plus colonoscopy enabled a complete visualization of the colonic mucosa in 92.7% of patients. These results do not differ significantly from the outcomes obtained in similar studies. Safety was also a problem, raising the need for avoidance of NaP as booster, due to potential severe adverse events such as acute phosphate nephropathy, acute renal failure, hypertension, or mineral imbalance.
New preparation and propulsion protocols may probably overcome these drawbacks.
Gastrographin (water-soluble iodinated radiopaque oral contrast medium) was first used as CCE regimen in the study by Spada comparing CCE versus CCT (21) , because this contrast is generally used as part of the CT colonography regimen for "fecal tagging". In a Japanese study, gastrographin appears to be useful and safe as a booster (24) . Prokinetics have failed to show any additional benefit (25) . PEG 2 liters + ascorbic acid preparation seems better than PEG 4 liter (26) , and may also be used as a booster (27) . Further studies to optimize the bowel preparation regimen will likely help to both standardize and expand the use of CCE.
In summary, there is growing evidence that CCE may be a viable alternative for completing the visualization of the colonic mucosa in cases of IC. In addition, CCE offers an opportunity of pan-enteric visualization (28) . The administration of CCE immediately after IC, without need for a second preparation, may be a good approach to be tested in future studies.
